Summary. For multiple testing with discrete and heterogeneous null distributions with finite supports, we propose a new divergence to measure how close two càdlàg (i.e., right continuous with left limits) functions are, a novel grouping strategy that uses the divergence to group hypotheses according to the similarity between their associated null distributions, and a new weighted false discovery rate (FDR) procedure that weights the p-values within each group and implements the task of multiple testing (MT). Our procedure effectively adapts to the heterogeneity and discreteness of the involved null distributions, and is also applicable to MT based on p-values that are uniformly distributed under the null. Theoretically, we provide conditions under which our new FDR procedure does not result in less rejections than the Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) procedure at the same FDR level. Through simulation studies on MT based on the two-sided p-values of the binomial test, Fisher's exact test, and the exact negative binomial test, we demonstrate that the new FDR procedure is much more powerful than the BH procedure and Storey's procedure at the same FDR level in all these three settings. The utility of the new FDR procedure is illustrated by its application to two real next-generation sequencing (NGS) discrete data sets.
Introduction
Multiple testing (MT) has been widely conducted in modern statistics, and in particular in statistical bioinformatics. In a typical MT scenario, there are m ∈ N null hypotheses {H i } m i=1 with H i ∈ {0, 1} such that H i = 0 (or 1) for a true (or false) null, where m ranges from hundreds to millions. However, the true status of {H i } m i=1 are unknown, and so is the proportion of true nulls π 0 = m −1 | {i ∈ E m : H i = 0} |, where E m = {1, . . . , m}. Further, each hypothesis H i is associated with a test statistic T i (with its corresponding p-value p i ). A one-step multiple testing procedure (MTP) simultaneously assesses the status of each H i asŝ i = 1 {Ti≤t} (orŝ i = 1 {pi≤t} ) using some t ∈ R, where 1 A is the indicator of a set A. It yields three key quantities: the number of rejections (or discoveries) R (t) = m i=1 1 {ŝi=1} , that of false discoveries V (t) = m i=1 1 {ŝi=1,Hi=0} , and that of true discoveries S (t) = m i=1 1 {ŝi=1,Hi=1} . When m is large, it is preferable to obtain a pool of discoveries for further investigation by controlling the false discovery rate (FDR, Benjamini and Hochberg; 1995) of an MTP when it is applied to the hypotheses. The FDR of an MTP is defined as F DR (t) = E [F DP (t)], where
is the false discovery proportion and E is the expectation operator. A dual quantity to FDR is the true discovery rate (TDR) defined as T DR (t) = E [T DP (t)], where
is the true discovery proportion (TDP). It is worth noting that TDP and TDR measure the overall power of an MTP. Comparison of p-value distributions across two multiple testing paradigms. Each discrete cumulative distribution function (cdf) is for a two-sided p-value from a Fisher's exact test (FET) . Even under the null, the cdf's for such p-values of different FET's are different from each other, whereas in the continuous paradigm, the cdf of a (two-sided) p-value under the null is the identity function. Also shown in the figure is the cdf of the two-sided p-value of an FET under the alternative.
To control the FDR in MT, various MTPs have been proposed to obtain larger R (·), smaller false non-discovery rate 2002) , or larger T DP or E [T DP ], while maintaining their FDRs to be no larger than a pre-specified level α ∈ (0, 1). They are referred to as FDR procedures and include those in, e.g., Benjamini and Yekutieli (2001) ; Storey (2002) ; Efron and Tibshirani (2002) ; Storey et al. (2004) . Such procedures have been successfully applied to the analysis of data sets from Microarray technologies 2008a) , brain imaging (Pacifico et al.; Zhang et al.; , astronomy (Liang et al.; , and other areas, where the measurements, test statistics, and their p-values have continuous distributions.
However, following the debut of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies and with the deluge of massive, low-sample size, discrete biological data (consisting of counts in the form of non-negative integers) generated by these newer technologies, researchers in the analysis of such data frequently face MT based on test statistics whose distributions are no longer continuous; see, e.g., Robinson and Smyth (2008) ; Auer and Doerge (2010) . These tests, including the binomial test (BT), Fisher's exact test (FET) , and the exact negative binomial test (ENT, , have discrete and usually different null distributions for the individual hypotheses, and so do their p-values. This naturally divides the realm of MT into two paradigms: Since existing FDR procedures were originally designed for the continuous paradigm, it is not surprising to find out that they can be overly conservative in the discrete paradigm as already suggested by the upper bound given in Theorem 5.1 in Benjamini and Yekutieli (2001) and as reported in Gilbert (2005) and Pounds and Cheng (2006) . The work of Gilbert (2005) and Pounds and Cheng (2006) initiated the attempts to modify certain MTPs to reduce their conservativeness when they are applied to the discrete paradigm. More specifically, the former tried to improve the Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) procedure in Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) in the discrete paradigm by taking into consideration the minimal significance level a discrete test can achieve, and the latter tried to use some averaging schemes to improve Storey's procedure in Storey (2002) by deriving less upwardly biased estimator of the proportion π 0 . To better tackle the issues in MT in the discrete paradigm, Chen and Doerge (2014) took a different strategy, directly adjusted for the deviation from Unif (0, 1) of the discrete distribution of the p-values under the null to reduce the bias in the estimation of the proportion π 0 , and developed the generalized procedures that can adapt to the discreteness of p-value distributions. They have been demonstrated to be more powerful than the BH procedure, Storey' procedure, and perform better than the estimator of π 0 in Pounds and Cheng (2006) when applied to MT based on two-sided p-values of the BT and of the FET. Despite these progresses, how to derive better FDR procedures in the discrete paradigm remains an urgent but still unresolved problem.
The generalized procedures aim to adjust for the discreteness of the null distributions and can also be applied to p-values with discrete but homogeneous (i.e., identical) null distributions, e.g., to p-values from permutation tests. To deal with the heterogeneity of the discrete null distributions, we need to understand how it is induced and the possible statistical information it carries. Due to the functionality of the generalized procedures, we will not discuss p-values from permutation test but focus on those of the BT, FET and ENT. The heterogeneity is the consequence of conditioning since for each type of test among the BT, FET, and ENT the individual tests depend on possibly different observed total counts and/or marginal counts. This forces the null distributions of these discrete test statistics (and their p-values) to be different. Such heterogeneity of null distributions has a special statistical meaning. For example, in the analysis of NGS counts for two genes under two different treatments, where the difference between the counts under the two treatments for gene one is the same as that for gene two but the total count across the two treatments for gene one is very different than that for gene two, the null distributions for the test statistics (of the same type, e.g., FET) conducted for the two genes are different, and so will the corresponding null p-value distributions. However, the heterogeneity between these two null distributions suggests that the two pieces of evidence for these two genes on association or status of differential expression (DE) have different strengths, since a larger total count (if not a result from amplification bias) is usually more informative. Therefore, counts of similar magnitudes represent statistical evidence of similar strengths and should be put into one group when MT is conducted. Indeed, such counts will induce discrete null distributions that are less heterogeneous, and when grouped together and their associated test statistics (or p-values) then properly weighted, they should enable MTPs to produce more accurate inference.
Based on the above intuitions on the heterogeneity of discrete null distributions, this paper proposes a new divergence to measure the similarity between any two càdlàg functions, and a novel grouping strategy that uses this divergence to systematically partition a finite set of discrete and heterogeneous null distributions into groups of less distributional heterogeneity. Our new grouping strategy induces a new weighted FDR (wFDR) procedure that directly tackles the issue of heterogeneity by weighting the statistical evidence encoded by the statistics in each group. Specifically, the new wFDR procedure employs the generalized estimator of the proportion of true nulls proposed in Chen and Doerge (2014) but mainly for unweighted MT in the discrete paradigm, and integrates the weighting strategy of the grouped FDR (GBH) procedure proposed in Hu et al. (2010) but mainly for the continuous paradigm. Therefore, the new procedure extends the work of Chen and Doerge (2014) .
Even though our wFDR procedure can be regarded as a concrete realization of the GBH procedure, it is motivated by the discreteness and heterogeneity of null distributions in the discrete paradigm where groups can be naturally formed by our proposed new divergence and grouping strategy. Further, in our methodology the weighting strategy in Hu et al. (2010) is combined with our new grouping strategy to tackle the issue of heterogeneity of the discrete null distributions. In contrast, the GBH procedure is designed primarily to utilize the group structure in the data in the continuous paradigm where a group structure often needs to be identified first. In fact, the GBH procedure is not adaptive to discrete null distributions even though it extends the BH procedure. Further, in the discrete paradigm all theoretical properties of the GBH procedure except Theorem 1 in Hu et al. (2010) may be invalid since none of the key assumptions they need holds in this paradigm. In this sense, the new wFDR procedure concretely realizes and extends the GBH procedure into the discrete paradigm. Our numerical studies have confirmed that the new procedure is much more powerful at the same FDR level for MT based on p-values of the BT, FET and ENT.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews three popular sources of p-values with discrete and heterogeneous null distributions, which are the BT, FET and ENT. In addition, it contains a study on the power of the ENT via simulated data. Section 3 presents the new divergence, grouping strategy, and new wFDR procedure, whose theoretical properties are given Section 4. Numerical studies on the performance of the new wFDR procedure are presented in Section 5, and an application of the new wFDR procedure to two real NGS data sets is provided in Section 6. The paper is concluded by Section 7, and all proofs are relegated into Appendix A.
The R package fdrDiscreteNull has been created to implement the methodology of this paper and that in Chen and Doerge (2014) , and it is available from http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/.
Three sources of discrete and heterogeneous null distributions
We briefly review three popular sources of discrete and heterogeneous p-value distributions that are increasingly common particularly in statistical bioinformatics, which include the BT, FET and ENT. 
Binomial test
The binomial test (BT) is used to test if two independent Poisson distributed random variables, X i ∼ Pois (λ i ) , i = 1, 2, have the same mean parameters λ i , where the symbol ∼ denotes "follows the distribution"; see, e.g., Lehmann and Romano (2005) . It has been used to assess differential gene expression for RNA-Seq data that are discrete counts and modelled by Poisson distributions; see, e.g., Marioni et al. (2008) . Let Bin θ ,c denote a binomial distribution with probability of successθ and total number of trialsc. Suppose a count c i is observed from X i , then the BT statistic
, the two-sided p-value of T for c i , i = 1 or 2 is defined as
where f θi (·; c) and F θi (·; c) are the probability mass function (pmf) and cdf for Bin (θ i , c). Under the null H 0 : λ 1 = λ 2 , the null statistic T | H0 ∼ Bin (0.5, c) and it only depends on c.
Fisher's exact test
FET has been widely used in assessing if a discrete conditional distribution is identical to its unconditional version, where the observations are modelled by binomial distributions. Suppose for each i = 1, 2 a count c i is observed from 
Further, the two-sided p-value of T for the observation c 1 is
where F θ (·; N * ) is the cdf of f θ (·; N * ). FET has been applied to check if a gene is associated with a certain treatment in RNA-Seq experiments based on discrete count data (Auer and Doerge; . It has also been used to identify positions where the probabilities of a non-consensus amino-acid are different where the measurements are discrete counts (Gilbert; 2005) . Under the null H 0 : q 1 = q 2 , θ = 1 and the null statistic T | H0 ∼ HG (1, N * ). When M and M * are fixed or N 1 = N 2 , the distribution of T | H0 only depends on N 1 or M .
Exact negative binomial test
The ENT has been widely used in analysis of NGS data where gene expressions are discrete counts and modeled by negative binomial (NB) distributions with possibly different means under different treatments (or biological conditions); see, e.g., Robinson and Smyth (2008) and Di et al. (2011) . Let = (q, γ) and NB ( ) be an NB distribution with parameter , where q is the probability of success and γ the size parameter (or "size" for short). Then Y ∼ NB ( ) has pmf
for non-negative integers y, where Γ is the gamma function. It should be noted that the size γ = φ −1 , where φ is the dispersion parameter (or "dispersion" for short).
The ENT is conducted to assess the null hypothesis that two independent NB distributed random variables have the same means (or probabilities of success) when they have the same size as follows. Given independent observations c ij ∼ NB (q i , γ) for i = 1, 2 and j = 1, . . . , s i with s i ≥ 3, the common meanμ and common sizeγ are estimated. This implies that under the null c i ∼ NB s ip , s −1
, and the two-sided p-value of the ENT is
where f 1,2 (·, ·) is the joint pmf of (c 1 , c 2 ) under the null H 0 : q 1 = q 2 . Given N * = (c 11 , . . . , c 1s1 , c 21 , . . . , c 2s2 ) andγ, under the null the test statistic T | H0 of the ENT only depends on total c 1 + c 2 .
Even though the ENT is used so widely in genomics, there does not seem to have been a direct assessment of its power through simulation studies. We provide the power characteristics of the ENT with respect to (wrt) the probability of success and size using simulated data where the common mean is estimated but the common size is provided to the test:
(s1) Take a combination of type I error level α I = 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, odds ratio o = 1.5, 3, 10, probability of success q 1 = 0.05, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 0.95, and size γ = 0.1, 0.3, 0.8, 1, 2, 4, 7.
(s2) For a combination (α I , q 1 , o, γ), three samples c * ik , k = 1, 2, 3 are generated from NB (q i , γ) , i = 1, 2 respectively, where
(s3) Estimate the common mean asμ = 6 Di et al.; but set the estimated common sizẽ γ to be the true size γ. Conduct the ENT to test if q 1 = q 2 and obtain the two-sided p-value via (1).
(s4) For each (α I , q 1 , o, γ), repeat steps (s2) and (s3) 500 times to get the p-values {p i } 500 i=1 and the estimated power of the ENT asβ = 500
The performance of the ENT is summarized by Figure 2 . Our simulation study seems to suggest that the ENT has very low power when the size γ is small, i.e., the dispersion φ = γ −1 is large, regardless of the probability of success q 1 and the odds ratio o between the probabilities of success between the two groups of samples. This observation will help explain partially the behavior of our new FDR procedure in Section 5 when it is applied to the two-sided p-values of ENTs.
A new weighted FDR procedure
To utilize the statistical evidence revealed by the heterogeneity of discrete null p-value distributions, we propose to group heterogeneous null p-value cdf's if they are "close" to one another in some sense, and then weight the evidence associated with individual hypotheses in each group. Since a discrete cdf is uniquely decided by the locations of its jumps and the sizes of these jumps, we can assess how "close" two discrete cdf's are to each other by the difference between the cdf's' supports and that between the magnitudes of the probabilities the cdf's distribute over their supports. Our new divergence to be presented next measures the similarity between two discrete cdf's exactly via these two defining features, and it can also be used to measure how close any two functions are to each other.
A new divergence for càdlàg functions
Let D be the linear space formed by a subset of all càdlàg functions defined on a non-empty subset E ⊆ R; when D is parametrized by θ in some index set Θ, D is denoted by D Θ . Further, let E be the family of bijections from E to E, each of which is strictly increasing and continuous. For F ∈ D, let S F be its support, i.e.,
For any F, G ∈ D and ϕ ∈ E, define a divergence for some finite weight w D > 0 that only depends on D, where η is the counting measure, is the symmetric difference between two sets, • denotes composition of mappings, and · ∞ is the supremum norm for functions. Note that δ · (·, ·) ranges in R∪ {∞}. For any two càdlàg functions, the new divergence δ ϕ accounts for the difference between their supports and the supremum of their difference. When we restrict D to be the set of p-value cdf's, then E = [0, 1] and δ ϕ measures how heterogeneous two p-value cdf's are. When ϕ is the identity mapping ι and w D = 1, we write δ ϕ as δ. Let
where D (ϕ) will be written as D when ϕ = ι. When we restrict δ ϕ to a subset D 1 of D and a subset E 1 of E such that sup
takes finite values pointwise (but not necessarily as a bounded functional). It also should be noted that when D is set to be the set of cdf's, D ≤ 2 holds automatically. These facts will assist us converting the divergence into a grouping mechanism for practical usage. Finally, we remark that the divergence δ ϕ is quite different from the famous Skorokhod metric (see, e.g., Billingsley; 1999) in that δ ϕ also measures the difference between the "discreteness" of two càdlàg functions, and that δ · (·, ·) in (2) is well-defined when D is the linear space of all functions on E..
We explain how δ behaves in practice. Suppose D contains F such that F (t) = t for t ∈ E = [0, 1] or F assigns equal massñ −1 at each point jñ −1 for j = 1, . . . ,ñ andñ ≥ 2 andñ ∈ N. In other words, suppose D contains the cdf's for null p-values that are distributed as Unif (0, 1) or p-values from some permutation test. Then δ ≡ 0 for such D, and δ automatically agrees with the intuition that such null p-value distributions are homogeneous (i.e., identical). On the other hand, in real applications where we obtain discrete cdf's, the sizes of their supports, i.e., the numbers of jumps they have, are usually finite but different from each other, and we usually only have finitely many such discrete cdf's. Therefore, in practice δ ≡ 0 is always finite for the set of cdf's (of, e.g., the BT, FET and ENT) we encounter in the discrete paradigm, and it explicitly measures how heterogeneous two such cdf's are from each other.
It should be pointed out that for the purpose of measuring distributional similarity and inducing a grouping strategy, an equivalent to δ which is much easier to compute exits for certain families of parametric cdf's. More specifically, suppose D Θ = {F θ : θ ∈ Θ} with Θ ⊆ R q for some q ∈ N, where F θ is a cdf. Then it can happen that δ (F θ , F θ ), denoted by δ θ, θ , is completely decided by the difference (in certain sense) between θ and θ . For example, when each F θ is the cdf of a Normal random variable where θ is the two-dimensional parameter vector consisting of the mean and standard deviation, δ θ, θ can be replaced by the hyperbolic distance between θ and θ without computing the supremum norm; see, e.g., Shun-ichi (1985) . On the other hand, when each F θ is discrete and is the null distribution of some test statistic or p-value for the three types of tests discussed in Section 2, δ θ, θ can be replaced by an appropriate measure of difference between the total counts or joint marginal vector. For example, for the two null p-value cdf's of the FETs shown in Figure 1 , the marginals are θ = (19, 75146, 35090) and θ = (5, 75160, 35090), where 19 + 75146 = 5 + 75160 and 35090 are fixed. Since these two null p-value cdf's are completely decided by θ and θ as explained in Section 2, we see that so is the divergence δ θ, θ . In fact, for these two cdf's d θ, θ = 14 = η S F θ S F θ and F θ − F θ ∞ = 0.270, where
and θ − θ ∞ is the maximum of the absolute value of the entrywise differences between the entries (paired in order) of θ and θ .
A new grouping strategy for MT in discrete paradigm
We are ready to introduce the new grouping strategy for discrete and heterogeneous cdf's with finite supports that include null p-value cdf's. For D = {F i : i = 1, . . . , m} such that each F i is a cdf with nonempty, finite support and a fixed domain of definition, we compute δ ij = δ (F i , F j ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ m and let δ * = max 1≤i<j≤m δ ij . Given l * as the number of groups to form, g * the minimal group size, and s * the merging size such that s * = g * , we propose the following grouping strategy:
Algorithm 1: Algorithm G δ to form groups to partition D.
The above algorithm is referred to as "grouping" and denoted by G δ . Whenever the current radius ε in "input" is changed in the inner "while" loop into some ε , we say that a new iteration inside G δ is started (with the new radius ε ). The algorithm G δ is applicable to any finite family of null p-value cdf's with finite supports, and accounts for the practical need of a minimal group size in order to relatively accurately extract the common information shared by a group and/or conduct meaningful groupwise MT. When the null p-value distributions are identical, e.g., Unif (0, 1) or discrete uniform on a fixed finite set, G δ automatically forms one group for them since δ ≡ 0, and l * > 1 groups can not be formed by G δ . We point out that G δ naturally uses the heterogeneity of the discrete null distributions to induce groups, which is very different than grouping strategies in Efron (2008b) , Cai and Sun (2009) and Hu et al. (2010) that are designed for the continuous paradigm and assume a pre-defined group structure for the hypotheses with different proportions of true nulls across the groups. Further, G δ can be combined with the weighting techniques in Genovese et al. (2006) , Roquain and van de Wiel (2009) and Hu et al. (2010) to take into the behavior of individual tests or p-values. In fact, our new weighted FDR procedure (see Section 3.3) incorporates the weighting strategy of Hu et al. (2010) .
Due to the computation of the supremum norm needed to obtain δ, it can be time consuming to obtain δ ij for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m when both m and the supports of the cdf's are very large. Fortunately, for the null cdf's of the (two-sided) p-values of the three types of tests discussed in Section 2, partitioning D Θ and equivalently G δ can be easily implemented by using the observed total counts or joint marginal counts without computing δ ij :
(a) For the BT, the ith null test statistic T i | Hi0 ∼ Bin (0.5,c i ) for X ij ∼ Pois (λ ij ) for j = 1, 2, wherec i = c i1 + c i2 and c ij are observed counts respectively from X ij . So, D Θ can be partitioned into groups by partitioning {c i } Table 1 by taking it as for the ith test for two Bin (q ij , N ij ) for j = 1, 2 and adding a subscript i to the marginal totals. When M i and N i1 + N i2 do not depend on i, or N i1 = N 2i and N i1 does not depend on i, D Θ can be partitioned into groups by partitioning respectively . Even when c ijl ∼ NB (q ij , γ i ) for different γ i depending on i, D Θ can be partitioned into groups the same way.
A new weighted FDR procedure for discrete paradigm
Without loss of generality (WLOG), we assume that a null p-value distribution dominates Unif (0, 1) and that D is a finite set of m discrete cdf's F i , i = 1, . . . , m each with a finite support. Our new FDR procedure uses the new grouping strategy G δ , employs the generalized estimator of π 0 in Chen and Doerge (2014) developed for the discrete paradigm, and adopts the weighting scheme in Hu et al. (2010) mainly designed for the continuous paradigm. It is implemented as follows:
(T1) Grouping: apply G δ to obtain a partition for D Θ into groups G j l * j=1 with corresponding groups {G j } l * j=1 of indices partitioning E m = {1, . . . , m}.
(T2) Weighting: to each group G j applỹ
for non-empty A ⊆ E m , some λ ∈ [0, 1) and ε in Chen and Doerge (2014) to obtain an estimate of
asπ j0 (λ, ε), where it is understood thatπ 0 (λ, ε) is truncated to be 0 whenπ 0 (λ, ε) ≤ 0 or truncated to be 1 whenπ 0 (λ, ε) ≥ 1; then apply the weighting scheme in Hu et al. (2010) to weight each p i , i ∈ G j intop i = p i w j with w j =π j0 (1 −π j0 ) −1 , and form an overall estimate of π 0 aš
We note that different pairs (λ, ε) can be used byπ 0 in (4) when it is applied to estimate π j0 for different groups G j , and that w j = ∞ whenπ j0 = 1 is allowed. 
with the rejection thresholdτ
for a given FDR level α
It should be noted that even though we borrow the weighting scheme in Hu et al. (2010), we combine the new grouping strategy G δ and this weighting strategy to tackle the issue of heterogeneity in the discrete null distributions, and use the new estimatorπ 0 (λ, ε) of π 0 to account for the discreteness of the null distributions. This produces a direct and more powerful way of conducting MT with FDR control in the discrete paradigm (see our results in Section 5.2). We remark on the relationships between the involved estimators:
(a)π 0 (λ, ε) is part of the generalized FDR procedure in Chen and Doerge (2014) defined as
with rejection thresholdτ λ,ε = sup t ∈ [0, 1] :
(b)π 0 (λ, ε) and F DR λ,ε reduce respectively to Storey's estimatorπ 0 (λ) in Storey (2002) and Storey's FDR procedure F DR λ in Storey et al. (2004) when ε = 0 is set or the null p-value cdf's are identically Unif (0, 1). (c) The BH procedure in Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) is just F DR 0 .
(d) When there is no grouping and the weights {w
In view of this, F DR w λ,ε withπ 0 provides a general FDR procedure that is applicable to MT in both paradigms, where as is common for the continuous paradigm the group structure should be inferred before weights can be obtained. As we will demonstrate via simulations in Section 5, F DR w λ,ε can have great improvement in power for MT in the discrete paradigm, which echoes the benefits of proper grouping and weighting as observed in the continuous paradigm.
Theoretical properties of new procedures
The new divergence has some unique properties we now present. Proposition 1. For F, G, H ∈ D and ϕ ∈ E, δ · (·, ·) satisfies the following: (a) δ ϕ (F, G) = 0 if and only if S F = S G and F ≡ G • ϕ for some ϕ ∈ E. In particular, δ (F, G) = 0 if and only if
Proposition 1 says that δ (·, ·) is a metric on D ⊗ D, which induces a norm on D. This provides support to our new grouping strategy G δ since it produces δ-metric balls of radius ε except when the minimal group size s * is reached. Each such ε-ball facilitates weighting statistical evidence encoded by (test) statistics that have less heterogeneous null distributions and MT based on them, thus adapting to and exploiting the differences in the power characteristics of individual tests, and increasing the overall power of an MTP. We point out that the quantity d in (3) itself is a metric on Θ ⊗ Θ, which induces a norm on Θ, the parameter space for D Θ = {F θ : θ ∈ Θ}. In this sense, d serving as an equivalent to δ for the purpose to inducing groups is consistent with the easily computable grouping strategies stated at the end of Section 3.2.
With the notion that an oracle procedure is the one that employs the truth of each of the involved unknown quantities, we will show that the oracle F DR w λ,ε is equivalent to the oracle GBH procedure in the discrete paradigm. To see if F DR w λ,ε is competitive and reliable, we explore when it can induce comparatively more rejections at a given FDR level. Theorem 1. F DR w λ,ε in (6) with rejection thresholdτ λ,ε in (7) is an adaptive version of the oracle GBH procedure in Hu et al. (2010) . Therefore, F DR ≤ 1, where 1 0 = ∞, then F DR w λ,ε (τ λ,ε ) rejects at least as many hypothesis as does the BH procedure in Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) .
In Hu et al. (2010) under the assumptions that the null p-values are identically distributed as Unif (0, 1) and that the alternative p-value distributions are identical, a sufficient condition is given under which the GBH procedure has as least as many expected number of rejections as the BH procedure. However, in the discrete paradigm, none of these assumptions hold. Therefore, we used the simplest arguments to derive a similar conclusion in Theorem 1, which is so crude that the effects of weighting in re-ranking the p-values are masked (see the proof of Theorem 1). It should be noted that an asymptotic analysis of the behavior of F DR w λ,ε may require unrealistic assumptions or encounter unexpected difficulties due to the involved group structures and heterogeneity of the null distributions, even though the asymptotic conservativeness of F DR λ,ε has been justified in Chen and Doerge (2014) under assumptions of certain degrees of homogeneity between these distributions.
Simulation studies
We now present simulation studies comparing the new FDR procedure with the generalized FDR procedure in (8), Storey's procedure, and the BH procedure for MT based on two-sided p-values of the BT, FET, and ENT. , 7), where Pareto (a , b ) denotes the Pareto distribution with location parameter a and shape parameter b ; see Balwierz et al. (2009) for evidence on using such distributions to model count data. Set µ 2i = ρ i µ 1i where ρ i ∼ Unif (1.5, 5); generate a count c si from Pois (µ si ) for each s and i; for each i, conduct the BT to assess the null H i0 : µ 1i = µ 2i . (ii) Generate probabilities q 1i from Unif (0.01, 0.1) for i = 1, . . . , m 0 and set q 2i = q 1i for i = 1, . . . , m 0 . Set q 1i = 0.1 and q 2i = 0.3 for i = m 0 + 1, . . . , m. Set n = 50 and generate a count c si from Bin (q si , n) for each s and i. Such a setting is similar to that in Gilbert (2005) . For each i, form a 2-by-2 table as Table 1 and apply the FET to test the null H i0 : q 1i = q 2i , for which the observed counts are {c si } 2 s=1 and the marginal is N * i = (n, n, c 1i + c 2i ). (iii) From the RNA-Seq count data for Arabidopsis provided in Di et al. (2011) , select the first m of the genes whose total counts across the two groups, named "mock " and "hrcc", are positive but less than 100. Use R package edgeR in Robinson et al. (2009) to estimate the tagwise dispersion for gene i to be φ i = γ −1 i (see Figure 3 for the histogram of these dispersions), and estimate as q i for gene i the overall probability of being expressed across the two biological conditions. For each gene, compute the ratio of the total counts for hrcc to mock ; fit via a Pareto distribution the ratios which are no less than 1.5 but finite by the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) to be as Pareto(1.5, 1.582991). Set µ 1i = q i γ i (1 − q i ) −1 for i = 1, . . . , m and µ 2i = µ 1i for i = 1, . . . , m 0 ; set µ 2i = r i µ 1i , i.e., q 2i = µ 2i (µ 2i + γ i ) −1 for i = m 0 + 1, . . . , m , where r i 's are generated from Pareto (1.5, 1.582991). Then s 0 = 3 positive counts c ijl , l = 1, . . . , s 0 are generated from NB (q ij , γ i ) for each i and j. The simulated data matrix D m×6 has its ith row as (c i11 , c i12 , c i13 , c i21 , c i22 , c i23 ), and the counts are normalized by edgeR. Finally, for each i the ENT is conducted to test the null H i0 : µ 1i = µ 2i .
(c) For the ith test conducted, compute its two-sided p-value p i (according to the formulae in Section 2) and collect all m p i 's. Apply the BH procedure F DR 0 , Storey's procedure F DR 0.5 withπ 0 (0.5, 0), and generalized FDR procedure F DR 0.5,1 withπ 0 (0.5, 1) to the ungrouped p-values
. For settings (i) and (ii) of (b), partition the data into l * = 3 groups, while for (iii) of (b), partition the data into l * = 5 groups, for which group Figure 5 presents the performance of the three estimators of π 0 . For two-sided p-values from the FETs or BTs, the generalized estimatorπ 0 (0.5, 1) and the weighted estimatorπ 0 (0.5, 1) perform almost the same and the best; for two-sided p-values from the ENTs, Storey's estimatorπ 0 (0.5, 0) is the most accurate when π 0 ≥ 0.7 butπ 0 (0.5, 1) andπ 0 (0.5, 1) perform much better when π 0 ≤ 0.6. A partial explanation for the behavior of the estimatorsπ 0 in the case of ENT is as follows. Since edgeR severely underestimates the tagwise dispersions with the median of these estimates to be at most 5% of the median of the true tagwise dispersions (see Figure 3 and Figure 4) , the individual power of some ENTs is inflated to be larger than it should have been, which can be seen from our study on the power of the ENT in Section 2. Therefore, the p-values of certain ENTs are (much) smaller than they should have been,
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Estimators of π 0 and their standard deviations (Std Dev) Fig. 5 . Boxplot of the excess e (π0) =π0 − π0 of an estimatorπ0 of π0, where the dashed line marksπ0 = π0. "BT", "ENT" or "FET" indicates the type of test that produces the two-sided p-values to which aπ0 is applied; in the vertical strip names "pi0" refers π0. "Gen", "Storey" and "New" respectively refer toπ0 (0.5, 1),π0 (0.5, 0) andπ0 (0.5, 1). The legend are the sample standard deviations (Std Dev) of theπ0's displayed as gradients of color intensities. The underestimation inπ0 (0.5, 1) andπ0 (0.5, 1) when applied to p-values of the ENTs is a consequence of the severely underestimated tagwise dispersionsφi produced by edgeR; see Figure 3 and Figure 4 . It can be seen that for p-values of BTs and FETs, bothπ0 (0.5, 1) andπ0 (0.5, 1) are stable and very accurate, and that their sample means are very close to π0.
which makes Storey's estimatorπ 0 (0.5, 0) to be less upwardly biased but makes the potentially unbiasedπ 0 (0.5, 1) andπ 0 (0.5, 1) downwardly biased. Denote the averaged FDPs byα and the averaged TDPs byρ, where the averages are obtained by taking the mean of the corresponding quantities over the 100 repetitions. Note thatα can be interpreted as the realized FDR, andρ as the actual power and realized TDR. 
Applications to NGS count data
We apply the four FDR procedures compared in the simulation studies to a methylation data set for cytosines of Arabidoposis in Lister et al. (2008) and an expression data set for genes in Arabidoposis in Di et al. (2011) . For both data sets, each row contains the counts for a biological entity under study under two different biological conditions or treatments, with one or three replicates. The structure of the methylation data set is the same as that of the data simulated in (i) of (b) in Section 5.1, and that of the expression data set the same as that of the data simulated in (iii) of (b) in Section 5.1. For the former data set, 7421 genes whose row total counts are positive but no greater than 100 are selected for analysis using the BT, and they are divided into 8 groups; for the latter, 17400 genes whose treatment-wise total counts are positive but row total counts are no greater than 500 are selected for analysis with tagwise dispersion using the ENT, and they are divided into 10 groups. The groups are obtained by quantiles of the row total counts for the genes or cytosines in the same way described in (c) in Section 5.1, the tuning parameters (λ, ε) = (0.5, 0.8) are used to potentially avoid underestimation of the proportion of non-DE genes or non-methylated cytosines, and the MT is conducted with FDR level α = 0.05. The results are summarized in Table 2 , where our new procedure has the most discoveries. Since the generalized FDR procedure does not alter the ranking of the p-values and reduces to Storey's and BH procedures, its set of discoveries contains those made by the latter two procedures. In contrast, the new procedure uses weighting and potentially produces a different set of discoveries. In fact, for the methylation data set the new procedure shares 917 discoveries with Storey's procedure, and 1012 discoveries with the generalized FDR procedure; for the expression data set, the new procedure shares only 1 discovery with Storey's procedure, and so does it with the generalized FDR procedure.
Discussion
We have proposed a new divergence to measure the similarity between two càdlàg functions and a new grouping strategy that uses the divergence to partition càdlàg functions into metric balls of uniform radius so that the functions within each group are less heterogeneous. Further, we integrate the new grouping strategy, the estimator of the proportion of true nulls in Chen and Doerge (2014) , and the weighting scheme of Hu et al. (2010) to induce a new weighted FDR procedure. The new FDR procedure naturally deals with the heterogeneity of null distributions via the proposed grouping strategy and borrowed weighting strategy without requiring a pre-defined group structure among these distributions. It can be applied to MT aimed at FDR control in both paradigms, and is particularly advantageous in the discrete paradigm. Our methodology extends the work of Chen and Doerge (2014) into a weighted MTP and that of Hu et al. (2010) into the discrete paradigm for MT. Through empirical studies, we demonstrated that the new FDR procedure has considerably larger power with favorable realized FDRs for MT based on two-sided p-values of the three commonly used conditional test statistics, i.e., BT, FET and ENT, in the discrete paradigm.
When the divergence δ does not have an easy equivalent for the purpose of grouping such as that given in Section 3.1 for the finite family D Θ of discrete, parametric null p-value cdf's with finite supports, we can proceed in three steps: firstly, put into one group all F ∈ D Θ whose support sizes |S F | are greater than some (large) positive number, regard them as the identity mapping, and apply to their corresponding p-values any leading FDR procedure designed for the continuous paradigm; secondly, to the rest F ∈ D Θ and their associated p-values apply the new weighted FDR procedure (with possibly different tuning parameters inπ 0 for different groups); thirdly, take the union of all discoveries made in the first and second steps by the MTPs with the same nominal FDR level. In fact, regardless of the existence of an easily computable equivalent to δ, the previously outlined three-step strategy is a very computationally effective alternative to implementing the grouping strategy G δ and the new FDR procedure for all F ∈ D Θ and their associated p-values when both m and a considerable proportion of all |S F |, F ∈ D Θ are large, but with only small or negligible effects on the accuracy of MT.
However, as is true for the generalized FDR procedure developed in Chen and Doerge (2014) and other adaptive FDR procedures, our new FDR procedure will not result in large improvement in power for MT in the discrete paradigm when the proportion of true nulls π 0 is large. Further, as is true for all MTPs that depend on grouping, a carelessly chosen number of groups may affect the stability of the new procedure. We leave the exploration of this to future research.
We now justify the second part of the assertion. Fix α and let k * = max i ∈ E m : p (i) ≤ iαm −1 .
When min 1≤j≤l * {π j0 } < 1,π 0 (λ, ε) < 1 and there can be rejections made by F DR w λ,ε (τ λ,ε ). Seť k * = max i ∈ E m : (1 −π 0 )p (i) ≤ iαm −1 .
Thenτ λ,ε =p (ǩ * ) is the rejection threshold of F DR w λ,ε andǩ * is the number of rejections made by F DR w λ,ε . Since (1 −π 0 ) max 1≤j≤l * w j ≤ 1, (1 −π 0 )p (i) ≤ p (i) holds for all i ∈ E m , which forcesǩ * ≥ k * . Therefore, F DR w λ,ε makes at least as many rejections as does the BH procedure. This completes the proof.
